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The Determinants of Corporate Attractiveness
ABSTRACT

This study examines the effects of observable organizational characteristics on job seeker
attributions of corporate attractiveness in Japan. Data from 11,060 Japanese university students
(3,678 seniors specializing in engineering & science and 7,382 seniors majoring in liberal arts)
demonstrate that a company's number of employees, an indication ofjob security and career
potential, is related to corporate attractiveness for both groups, as hypothesized. Contrary to
what was expected, the age of the firm, a surrogate for reputation and tradition, had no effect on
corporate attractiveness for either group. The effects for sales, an indication of size, and profits,
an indication of success, were mixed. Sales was important to engineers and scientists--but not to
liberal arts students. Alternatively. profits mattered to the liberal arts students--but not to the
engineering & science cohort
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INTRODUCTION

Although few would argue with the contention that the people make the place (Schneider,
1987) or that human resources are a company's most important assets (Beer, Spector, Lawrence,
Mills and Walton, 1990), very little empirical research has been undertaken to examine
prospective employees' assessments of corporate attractiveness, and their decisions to pursue
employment with attractive firms. In fact, as Rynes and Barber (1992) lament, nearly all the
recruiting and selection literature to date focuses on how companies assess their applicants, rather

than how applicants appraise potential employers. In short,·the purpose of this study is to help to
bridge this gap by examining the relationship between several organization-level factors and
applicant judgments of corporate attractiveness.,
We chose the Japanese new entrant labor nwket as.the setting in which to test the
relationship between observable, measurable corporate attributes and applicant perceptions of
corporate attractiveness. The Japanese labor market is appropriate for several reasons. To start,
some scholars claim it is "the most important labor market in the world" (Dore, Bounine-Cabale,
and Tapiola, 1989). Second, Okun (1981) opines that no other labor market in the world is less
like an auction nwket; or more completely a customer market. Moreover, in Japan, there are
virtually no other (summer job, internship, or mid-career) labor nwkets; and the strong norm of
lifetime employment, for the best students joining the largest companies, though challenged of
late, persists (Inohara, 1992). Therefore, the decision to join a company is virtually a once-in-alifetime one. Furthermore, for the most part, university students opt for either a liberal arts track
.or a science/engineering track (Ballon, 1992). This is another case of having limited one's
options. Historically at least, the job opportunities for each career path have been clearly
delineated. Finally. high quality data on a measure of corporate attractiveness are available
through a methodologically sound and universally respected annual survey that is conducted by
the country's leading personnel research firm, Recruit. This organization has a well established
history of rigorously measuring students' perceptions of corporate attractiveness (Recruit
. Research Corporation, 1993).
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The dearth of research on corporate attractiveness in the United States and the lack of
attention given to the job applicant's perspective in general has been recognized and lamented by
Rynes (1991), among others. She argues that it is imperative for organizations, who are, and will
increasingly be, affected by volatile workforce and workplace shifts, to pay more attention to the
perceptions and needs of prospective employees. Indeed, the consensus is that companies which
focus on this constituency will become so-called, "employers of choice." When this is the case,
business observers posit that these organizations will attract larger, better qualified applicants
(Rynes and Barber, 1990). If this logic is extended further, obtaining better applicants. should lead
to hiring better employees, which should result in improved employee performance, which should
translate into increased corporate profits and a higher market value for the firm.
Take the case of mM, for example. Within the last several years, it commissioned a .
world-wide study to determine its relative standing in the global labor markets in which it
competes (Towers, Perrin, Foster, and Crosby, 1989). This scope and scale of this investment are
but a few indicators of how·important the corporate attractiveness issue is to business executives
and HR practitioners~
, A review of the academic res~h shows although there are a number of studies showing
that recruits' decisions to accept job offers are a function of their impressions of a company's
recruitment strategies, recruitment practices, and recruiter behaviors (see, Rynes, Bretz, and
Gerhart, 1991), only a few research studies have examined the question of corporate
attractiveness; which can be broadly defined as a prospective employee's assessment of the '
company's desirability as an employer (Glueck, 1974; Soleberg, 1967; Vroom, 1966; Vroom and
Decl, 1971). Furthermore, an inspection of this literature shows that, more recently, studies on
this topic have been conducted more to address methodological issues than to answer substantive
questions.
For instance, Strand, Levine, and Montgomery (1981), examined an integration of
information issue through an organization choice framework. To do so, they used questions on:
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the influence of pay, environmental protection, individual development, and fair employment
policies.
In the same vein, there are numerous studies using a policy captming technique and small

samples of students; going back at least as far as Zedek (1977), that investigate the relative
importance ofjob, and in some cases-organizational, characteristics on the decision to "accept an
interview with" or "join" a company (Kranz, 1978; Rynes and Lawler, 1983). For example,
Rynes, Schwab, and Heneman (1983) tested the influence that four job characteristics (salary,
location, work type, and promotion opportunity)·had on the decision to "obtain an interview." In
this analysis, which placed more of an emphasis on the process itself rather than the job-related
cues, they found that individuals tend to utilize a noncompensatory model when deciding whether
to pursue an interview, a model that is based on a reservation wage.
Relying on different samples and different methodologies, several other studies have
shifted the focus from job attributes to a corporate level variable, corporate image, in their
attempt to explain corporate attractiveness. For example, Acito and Ford (1980) have examined
the relationship between corporate image and employee attitudes. They found that
advertisements which convey a positive image of the comPanY and feature employees engender
perceptions of "improved career opportunities." In addition, Belt and Paolillo (1982) observed
that PeOple were more likely to "pursue employment" with "high" image companies than with
"low" image ones. Similarly, Gatewood, Gowan, and Lautenschlager (1993) found that students'
propensities to pursue further contact with potential employers are related to the finn's overall
image and the image that its recnriting message creates.
Thus far, most of this corporate attractiveness research has, at least implicitly, relied upon
the concepts that underlie signaling theory (Spence, 1973). Essentially, this persPective holds that
when it is difficult or impossible to measure critical attributes, those seeking to influence a
decision in their own interests will send related signals to decision makers in place of these
attributes. This backdrop has enabled researchers to examine the way that recnriting PraCtices, job
characteristics, and corporate image serve as s~gnals for unobservable or difficult to measure
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organizational attributes. In contrast to these approaches, the current study empirically examines
the effects that observable organizational attributes have on job seeker perceptions of corporate
attractiveness.
To reiterate, the characteristics of the Japanese labor market, the availability of valid
corporate attractiveness judgments, and the presence of firm-level financial data (including age of
the firm, number ofemployees, sales, and profits) enable us to undertake a comprehensive
analysis of the determinants of corporateattraetiveness. By doing so, it will be possible to better
understand the organizational cues that affect potential applicants' judgments of corporate
attractiveness.
CORPORATE AITRACTIVENESS

Human resource announcements, in the form of policy announcements like layoffs and
reputation signals--such as being named to a "best companies for working mothers" list, are
appearing in the popular and business press around the world in ever-increasing numbers (Hannon
and Milkovich, 1992). For example, consider that the outcomes associated with HR decisions,
like those dealing with workforce reductions or changes in HR policies or procedures, are now
publicized' weekly, if not daily (Abowd,· Milkovich, and Hannon, 1991). Indeed, headlines such
as, "Techcomp to restructure workforce" or "Systems Inc. to shift production to China" are
commonplace. In addition, Hannon and Milkovich (1992) recently identified over two dozen
corporate and HR reputation signals, like a company being named among the "best for black
engineers," in a study testing the effects of these signals on corporate financial performance.
Furthermore, new signals, such as ''The Best Companies in Asia" (Asia Week, 1994), continue to
emerge and be disseminated routinely (even though their impact on labor, produCt, or financial
markets has been shown to be suspect at best).
In an attempt to enhance their image, it is very common to see successful companies
trumpet these reputation signals (their having been named a Baldridge or Deming prize winner,
one of the "Best 100 Companies to Work For," or one of the "Best Companies for Working
Mothers," for example) to gain some perceived competitive advantage. Such accolades are
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frequently, indeed prominently, referred to in television and pritit ads, recruiting materials, and
annual reports.
In addition to these publicly disseminated signals, university graduates in the U.S. and
abroad are frequently deluged with recruitment materials including: gifts, targeted mailings,
brochures, and videos as companies tty to favorably impress prospective job applicants. In
addition, these individuals are often also thought of as potential customers.
Taken together, this evidence serves as the basis for the widespread conjecture that certain
organiiations are more attractive to applicants than others. However, valid and reliable measures
of corporate attractiveness in the United States are virtually nonexistent At present, the only
national, broad-based measure of corporate attractiveness, for a select group of new graduates, in
the U.S. is a survey of engineering students to determine "the most preferred companies for
engineers" (Graduating Engineer, 1990). Like many of the other "best" lists, however, its validity
and objectivity are somewhat suspect (Hannon and Milkovich, 1992).
All told, although there are numerous compilations and lists of the "best" companies on
one dimension or another (rosters that have been compiled by consultants, business writers, and
special interest groups). However, multidisciplinary, representative, and nationally based
measures of corporate attractiveness, reflecting applicants' desires to interview with or work for a
company, do not exist in the U.S.
As noted, in Japan, however, there is a prominent, systematic attractiveness survey that is
conducted annually by a reputable organization. Each spring, Recruit Research Corporation
obtains a representative sample of applicant assessments of corporate attractiveness graduating
seniors who are entering the labor market fOf the first, and most likely the last, time. In their
survey, corporate attractiveness is defined and measured as the respondent's desire to join a given
company (Recruit Research Corporation, 1993). Table 1 highlights the ten most attractive
companies for 1993 for the engineering & science and liberal arts cohorts according to Recruit
Research Corporation (1993).
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Table lllbout here, pIeII8e
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DETERMINANTS OF CORPORATE ATIRACTIVENESS

There are. no doubt, numerous job and organizational factors that influence assessments
of corporate attractiveness. and the subsequent decision to apply for. or accept, a job. For
example, in the mind of a prospective employee, the work itself may be desirable. Alternatively.
the applicant may want to associate with a certain co-worker. supervisor, manager. work team, or
charismatic executive. Fmally, it may be company attributes that influence the Prospect's decision.
In this study we empirically examine the company attributes to see whether company age
(tradition), number of employees (security), sales (size), or profits (success) are related to
corporate attractiveness.
Age

Value laden terms such as the tradition, philosophy, and reputation of a company seemto
be important to various stakeholders, including customers, employees, and applicants. This is
especially true for Japanese companies. Some attribute this to the role and emphasis on groups in
Japan (Nakane, 1970). Others cite the importance of a Confucian ethic, one which equates age
with wisdom, stability, and rank (Reiscbauer, 1977). Whatever its origin, there is, undoubtedly,
some philosophy that prompts Japanese employees to say they "joined Canon" instead. of they
"were hired by Canon." Similarly, they are likely to say they "belong to Hitachi" rather than they
"work for Hitachi" Furthermore, in business settings and when formally introduced, Japanese
employees usually present themselves as Sony's Morita or Toyota's Watanabe.

In this study, the age of the firm may be thought to indicate the sentiment a prospective
applicant ascribes to an organization. In other words, it is a perception of the company's:
. underlying philosophy, tradition, standing, and stability. Given that conventional wisdom holds
that these are praiseworthy and desirable attributes, we hypothesize:

H1: The older the company is, the more attractive it will be.
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Number of Employees
For better or for worse; it has been argued that Japanese culture places great value on
seemty (Abegglen, 1958; Nakane, 1970). Whether it is the insecurity that is frequently manifest
in fictional accounts depicting the demise of Japan and her people--often the result of some
natural disaster; the relentless quest for innovation, technical superiority, and market share; or the
need for predictability, which often manifests itself in.the form of pressure from one's parents to
join a certain company affiliated with one of the six main keiretsus (families of diverse companies
which typically include a trading company, a bank, an electronics manufacturer, .. and have
historically guaranteed employment over a lifetime); the importance ascribed to security in Japan
is widely acknowledged.

Naturally, the more employees a company or family of companies has, the taller will be its
organizational hierarchy. In that it is rare for a person in Japan to manage someone who is senior
to them in age, job security is directly related to the number of steps and the incremental height of
these steps in the organizational hierarchy. In the current study, the number of parent company
employees will serve as an indicator of the applicant's assessment of the shape of the
organization's structure, the security it provides, and, thus, its attractiveness. Accordingly:

H2: The more employees the company has, the more attractive it will be.

Sales
In Japan, the greater the sales volume of the finn, the more powerful and widespread will

be its influence in commercial, political, and governmental spheres. In other words, the bigger,
the better. Moreover, firm size is also related to the likelihood that the company belongs to or
heads a keiretsu. When this is the case, the company will have relatively more suppliers,
customers, and affiliated companies. Therefore, a person in the labor market is, justifiably, likely
to ascertain that these linkages will provide more, and more varied, job opportunities. For
example, it is quite common to move younger employees in to and out of related companies for
developmental purposes, and to outplace older employees to these subsidiaries in the latter stages
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of their career to reduce costs. In this study, the sales volume of the company will serve as an
alternate for the applicant's assessment of company size. Hence,

. H3:. The larger the company's sales, the more attractive it will be.
Profits
. Some observers assert that the notion of kaizen, or continuous improvement, is the
essence of the Japanese approach to business (Imai, 1988). Essentially, kaizen is a perpetual
dissatisfaction with and, therefore, never ending attempt to improve quality outcomes. Indeed, at
the individual level, some argue that effort (input) is more important than success (output). At
the level of the group or company, however, demonstrable improvement and bottom-line success
are the outcomes that matters (Imai, 1986).· In the present study, the profitability of the parent
company will serve as a measure of the success of the company. Therefore,

H4 : The more profitable the company is, the more attractive it will be.
DATA, MEASURES, AND METHODS

Data
The data for this study were taken from two sources. The corporate attractiveness
assessments were contained in Recruit Research Corporation's annual student survey that was
provided to the authors (Recruit Research Corporation, 1993), and the corporate characteristics
data were extracted from the Japan Company Handbook (Tokyo Keizai, 1993).

.Corporate AttrQdiveness
Data for the corporate attractiveness measure were drawn from Recruit's 1993 survey of
job market participants (Recruit Research· Corporation, 1993). This representative survey of
70,401 students at Japan's national and private universities generated 11,060 responses (15.7%).
.Recruit conducts this survey annually and generates various reports to identify the most desirable
companies to work for. Its final report, a summary of which appears in the business press, lists
the corporate attractiveness scores for some 200 companies across 21 industry sectors.

In the Recruit survey, two subgroups of students, liberal arts and engineering & science,
were asked to name as many as 5 "highly desirable" finns, companies that they would like to join.
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On average, each student named three companies. Note that the respondents were not given a
predetermined list of company names to choose from. The Recruit survey was conducted in the
first month of the student's senior year (April 1993), just before the beginning of the officialrecruiting season (which starts in July). Recall that internships are not common in Japan, so their
assessments are not likely to be influenced by prior experience working for this, or any, fmn.
The two student cohorts (liberal arts and engineering & science) shared 15 common
industrial sectors. -For example, both groups of students named companies in the electronic
equipment sector. In addition, each group had 3 unique sectors (see Table 2). The"3 sectors
specific to the liberal arts students were department store/supermarket, securities, and real estate
and the 3 sectors unique to the engineering & science cohort included rubber, other manufactured
products, and utilities.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.

;-;;.

Table 2 8bout here, please

.

CorporaJe Attributes . .
. The corporate characteristics data were taken from the Japan Company Handbook (Tokyo
Keizai, 1993). The autumn edition was used because it includes year-end data for the 1992 fiscal
year (in Japan, the fiscal year ends March 31). This handbook provides a comprehensive analysis
of companies listed on the national (Tokyo), local, and OTe stock exchanges, as well as some
privately held and, even, unlisted companies. Income, stock, financial, sales, personnel, and other
relevant firm data are contained in this guidebook. After the reputation and financial information
were ~bined, usable data for 156 "engineering & science" and 150 "liberal arts" companies
were retained and analyzed. Table 2 summarizes the industry sectors that were represented.

Measures
Depentknt Varillble

Corporate Attractiveness. Corporate attractiveness was measured as the number of
times a given company was cited as the most desirable company to join. Students were asked to
provide the names of as many as 5 companies that they would like to join after graduation. Table
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1 provides a list of the 10 most attractive companies in the 1993 survey for the liberal arts and
engineering & science student samples.

Explanatory Variables
Age. Age, or sentiment, which embodies the attributes of corporate history, tradition, and
philosophy, was measured as the age of the parent company in 1993. This was calculated as the
difference between 1993 and the establisJunent date (Tokyo Keizai, 1993, page 36)
Number of Employees. Number of employees, which is an indicator of the security,
stability, and long-term job prospects within a company, was quantified as the number of regular,
full-time parent company employees at the end of the fiscal year, March 31, 1993. (Ibid, page

36)
Sales. Sales, which captures the strength and ~th of the organization's influence and
its long-term prospects, was quantified as the annual sales volume of the parent company for the
fiscal year that ended in March of 1993. (Ibid, page 28)

Profits. Profits, which are an indication of the firm's current financial success, health, and
short-term prospects, was quantified as the net prOfit for the fiscal year that ended iJt March of
1993. (Ibid., page 28)

Control Variables
Assets. Assets captW'es "all assets possessed by the company and is the total of current

assets, fixed assets, and deferred assets." (Ibid., page 33)
Equity. Equity is defined as the total money paid in by the shareholders plus any capital
increase premiums related to stock splits and retained earnings. (Ibid, page 34)

Industry Sector. In accordance with the Japanese convention for classifying firms within
industries, much like the US Standard Industrial Code, firms were grouped according to the first
two digits of their 4-digit industry code. Hearkening back to Table 2, we see that--on average-data for approximately 8 firms in each industry sector were available. Some of the sectors that
were represented included: Construction, Chemicals, and Commerce. (Recruit Research
Corporation, 1993) .
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Methods
The following linear equation was estimated for the two samples of students, the
engineering & science and liberal arts groups:
Corporate Attractiveness =a + A + E + I + b I Age + b2Employees + b3Sales + b4Profits + e
where:
A'
E
I
Age
Employees
Sales
Profits

= assets
= equity
= a vector of dummy variables representing indu~try sector
= age of the company
= number of employees
= sales
= net profits
REsuLTS

Intercorrelations
The means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations for the explanatory and control
variables, other than the categorical variable industry sector, may be found in Table 3. Recall that
the two groups share 15 common industry sectors. Beyond that, the mix varies slightly in that
each student cohort also has 3 unique industry sectors. Note that about 95% of the firms were
founded between about 1890 and 1982 and that they employ about 14,000 employees on average.

...............................
Table 311boat bere, please

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

Of particular interest is the high correlation (r = .924, p < .05) between sales and age for
the engineering & science group. Note that a similar relationship does not exist for the liberal arts
group. In addition, observe that even though sales and age are related, profits and age are not (r

= -.082, P > .05). Also, there is a strong relationship between the number of employees and
profits for the liberal arts firms (r = .697, P < .05), but only a modest one for the engineering &
science firms (r =.255, P < .05).
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Regression Analyses
Table 4 presents the results for the liberal arts cohort and the results for the engineering &
science students. Note, in Table 4, that the first equation controls for assets, equity, and industry
.sector, and equation 2 incorporates the explanatory variables under study.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Table 4 about bere, please

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We see in the second equations that age is not related to corporate attractiveness. In
Table 4, the standardized regression coefficient for age for the engineering & science group is -

.5902 (ns) and for the liberal arts cohort it is -.1080 (ns). Hence, HI, the assertion that the older a
company is--the more attractive it will be, is not confirmed.
The next explanatory variable, number of employees, was observed to generate mixed
results. As may be seen in the second equation in Table 4, for the engineering & science group,
the more employees a company has--the more attractive it is (b = .00060, p < .05). On the other
hand, we observe that the number of employees variable is not significant for the liberal arts
cohort (b = -'()()()()19, p > .05). It is, therefore, only the case for the engineering & science group
that H2, the more eniployees a company has, the more attractive it will be, is confirmed. .
Incorporating sales into equation 2 produces unequivocal results in the expected direction
for both cohorts. In Table 4, for the engineering & science students
(b = .0000064, p < .05) and for the liberal arts cohort (b = .0000175, P < .05) , a significant,

positive relationship between size and corporate attractiveness was detected. Hence; 14, the
supposition that the larger the company's sales-the more attractive it will be, is confirmed.
On the other hand, including profits as an explanatory variable in equation 2 yields mixed

results. As can be seen in Table 4, there is no meaningful relationship between profits and
corporate attractiveness for the engineering & science group (b = .00057, P > .05) .
Alternatively, a positive relationship between profitS and corporate attractiveness was detected for
the liberal arts group (b = .00194, P < .01). Accordingly; 14, the assertion thatthe more
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profitable a company is, the more attractive it will be, was co~ed, butfor the liberal arts
cohon only.
Finally, observe, in table 4, the explanatory power of this model to predict corporate
attractiveness for both cohorts (Engineering & Science, r2:.566 and Liberal Arts, r2:.704) and
the sizable and significant changes in explanatory power (from equation 1 to equation 2) for both
the engineering & science (£\ r 2 = .086, p < .05) and liberal arts cohorts (£\ r 2 = .035, p < .05).
These fmdings provide confirmation that these corporate attributes, taken together, are strongly
related to corporate attractiveness.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FuTuRE REsEARCH

Prior to now, research into the determinants of corporate attractiveness, especially from
the applicant's point of view, has been limited (Ornstein and Isabella,. 1993). To fill this gap,
there has been mUCh. speculation that a "reputation," or "image," attribute exists and that it
influences corporate attractiveness. Our study moves beyond the scant evidence and rampant
speculation to empirically investigate the relationship between observa~le organizational attributes
and corporate attractiveness, both across and within industries.

',.

In the end, the imponant finding in the current study is that, in a nearly ideal setting for
examining the relationships between corporate attributes and corporate attractiveness-the
Japanese new entrant labor market, two distinctly different student cohorts (E&S and LA) did not
make corporate attractiveness judgments as hypothesized. For example, somewhat smprisingly
and contrary to our first hypothesis, neither group associated corporate age, an indication of
corporate tradition and history, with corporate attractiveness. Security (number of employees)
and size (sales) were related to attractiveness for the engineering & science students, however.
Perhaps this is attributable to their being more risk averse. The liberal arts students, also valued
size (sales), but their corporate attractiveness judgments were influenced by success (profits)
rather than security (number of employees). Perhaps theirs is a more short-term perspective, one
that focuses on growth and risk-taking.
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Although it is informative, there are, of course, several features of this study that could be
enhanced in future research efforts. First, if similar assessments of corporate attractiveness are
available, additional countries could be studied to test the generalizability of these findings.
Second, this study admittedly focuses on the strata of the labor market in which the most qualified
applicants and most prestigious companies operate. Studies of corporate attractiveness in other
labor markets should also be undertaken. For example, there is a very different labor market that
operates for high school and vocational school graduates in Japan, and elsewhere.
In spite of these limitations, this study provides practitioners and researchers alike with
findings that should help us to better understand the determinants of corporate attractiveness. In
addition, it heeds the call ofmany researchers (£.Or example, Rynes, 1991) who persuasively argue
that we need to more carefully examine thc? recruiting process from the applicant's perspective, so
that we might better understand the organiZational-employee courting and matchmaking
processes.
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Table 1
Most Attractive Japanese Companies 1993
Enlli,

ndSd

Compan,
1. Sony
2. Hitachi SeisaJcujyo
3. NEC
4. Matsushita Den/d Sangyo
5. MitsubishiJulwgyo
6. Toshiba
7. Mitsubishi Denki
8. Kawasaki Julwgyo
9. Tokyo Denryoku
10. Shimizu·Kensetsu

Student,

Liberal Arts Student-

Industry

Numblro/
Votts

Electronic
EQuiptment
Electronic
EQuiptment
Electronic
EQuiptment
Electronic
EQuiptment
Transportation
EQuiptment
Electronic
EQuiptment
Electronic
EQuiDtment
Transportation
EQuiDtment
Electric and
GasUtilities
Construction

,

Company

Industry

324

1.. Mitsubishi Bank

Finance

Number of
Votes
834

304

2. Tokyo Kaijokasai Hoken

Insurance

731

296

3. Mitsubishi Shoji

Commerce

486

270

4. Mitsui Bussan

Commerce

476

270

5. Daiichi Kangyo Bank

Finance

362

257

6. Mitsui Fudosan

Real Estate

325

207

7. NIT

Media

312

204

8. JR Tokai

Transportation

300

180

9. JR Nishi Nihon

Transportation

277

176

10.JTB

Service

272
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Table 2
Industry Sectors and their Attractiveness 1993

S'
- - --

-

-- -

-- - - dE
--

- -

-

- -

-

-

-- -

Number of
Companies

Number of.
Votes

Eniineerini

Eniineering

Liberal Art Number of
Companies

Number of
Votes

Industry Sector

10.
20.
30.
40.

Construction
Food
Textile
Chemical
SO. Rubber
60. Iron and Steel
70. Machinery
80. Electronic Eouioment
90. Transportation Eouioment
100. Precision Instrument
110. Other Products
120. Department Store I Supermarket
130. Commerce
140. Finance
150. Insur:~nce
160. Securities
170. Real Estate
180. TransDOrtation
190. Utilities
200. Media
210. Service
TOTAL'

atJd.

aJJd.

Science

Science

Liberal Arts

Liberal Arts

9
10
10

695
219
312
331
114
257
190
2095
1144
281
213

9
9
10
9

720
1.171
255
453

9
11
10
9
6

173
140
1.090
603
127

11
8
8
6
6
S
8

651
1.836
2.255
1.519
146
743
1.415

8

1.165
619
15.081

11

7
10
10
10
8
8
11

..

7
9
4

...

327
173
110

..

...
...

9
9
7
7
156

606
543
307
330
8,247

..

..;.
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..

..

..
5

150

...

...

...

-.,
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics and Correlations I

Companies cited by Engineering and Science Students
Variable

Means

Lda

1. Assets
2. Equity
3. Age
4. Size
5. Sales
6. Profits

4,239,788
441,719
57.96
14,677
1,459,788
22,627

11,064,434
611,652
23.36
22,998
2,729,006
64,955

I

1
---.557
.184
.183
.222
.135

J

1

j

Companies cited by Liberal Arts Students
~

---.017'
.705
.341
.306

----.142 ---.924 ..237
-.082 .255

---.106

MeaDS

Lda

3,934,435
428,626
57.71
13,741
1,482,919
15,809

11,801,513
624,273
22.43
23,222
2,832,866
21,913

Financial Data are for 1993 and are in thousands of Yen , (p1.181, p<.05)
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1

Z.

J

j

5-

.548
.217
.192
.211
.380

.042
.687
.294
.649

-.143
.029
-.098

.217
.697

.239

Table 4
Results of Regression Analyses for Corporate Attractiveness

Engineering and Science
equation 1

equation 2

Liberal Arts
equation 1
equation 2

Variable

h

h

h

h

Intercept

63.16+

32.15

68.29+++

44.48++

.()()()()()27
.000042'"

.0000014
.000005

.0000017'"
.000023......

.()()()()()11
-.000004

0/

0/

0/

0/

Control Variables
Assets
Equity
Industry Sector
Independant Variables

Age·
Employees
Sales
Profits

-.2553
-.001041
.()()()()168......
.00194......

-.0184
.00059'"
.()()()()()63...
.00057

df

19,130

23,q6

19,136

F

6.33

7.12

14.48

R2

.480

.566

.669

.704

AR2

----

.086

----

.035

n

150

150

156

156

+ p<.OS, ++ p<.01. +++ p<'<XlI (two-tail)
• p<.OS, •• p<.01 •••• p<'<lOl (one·llIil)
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23,132

.

13.62
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